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Abstract— Reduced latency versions of iterative decoders of
low-density parity-check codes are analyzed in this paper. The
proposed schemes converge faster than standard approaches. Two
methods, density evolution and EXIT charts, are used to analyze
the performance of the proposed algorithms. Both theoretical
analysis and simulations show that the new schedules offer good
performance versus complexity and latency trade-offs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Iterative decoding based on belief propagation (BP) [1] has
received significant attention recently, mostly due to its nearShannon-limit error performance for the decoding of lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) codes. In order to take advantage
of more reliable extrinsic messages, a shuffled BP decoding
method was introduced in [2][3]. This method was shown
to converge faster than the standard BP decoder. In [4][5],
a new approach which further speeds up the convergence of
iterative decoders was presented. This method uses replicas of
subdecoders working in parallel. In this paper, these algorithms
are analyzed by density evolution [6] and extrinsic information
transfer (EXIT) charts [8][9]. Both show that shuffled BP
converges about twice as fast as standard BP and replica
shuffled BP converges faster than plain shuffled BP. The
convergence speed of replica shuffled BP is determined by the
number of subdecoders and the specific information updating
scheme used.
II. I TERATIVE BP DECODING OF LDPC CODES
In general, LDPC codes can be categorized into regular
LDPC codes and irregular LDPC codes. Both can be represented by a bipartite graph with N variable nodes on the left
and M check nodes on the right. A bipartite graph is specified
by sequences (λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λdv ) and (ρ1 , ρ2 , · · · , ρdc ), where
λi (ρi ) represents the fraction of edges with left (right) degree
i, and dv and dc are the maximum variable degree and check
degree, respectively.

1, 2, . . . , N . If w = [wn ] is a codeword in C and q = [qn ]
is the corresponding transmitted sequence, then the received
sequence is q + g = y = [yn ], with yn = qn + gn , where
for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , gn ’s are statistically independent Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and variance N0 /2. Let
H = [Hmn ] be the parity check matrix which defines an LDPC
code. We denote the set of bits that participate in check m by
N (m) = {n : Hmn = 1} and the set of checks in which
bit n participates as M(n) = {m : Hmn = 1}. We also
denote N (m)\n as the set N (m) with bit n excluded, and
M(n)\m as the set M(n) with check m excluded. We define
the following notations associated with the ith iteration:
• Uch,n : The log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of bit n which is
derived from the channel output yn . In BP decoding, we
initially set Uch,n = N40 yn .
(i)
• Umn : The LLR of bit n which is sent from check node
m to bit node n.
(i)
• Vmn : The LLR of bit n which is sent from the bit node
n to check node m.
(i)
• Vn : The a posteriori LLR of bit n.
The standard BP algorithm is carried out as follows [1]:
Initialization: Set i = 1, and the maximum number of
(0)
iteration to IM ax . For each m,n, set Vmn = Uch,n .
Step 1: (i)
Horizontal Step, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N and each
m ∈ M(n), process:
(i)
= 2 tanh−1
Umn

(ii)


n ∈N (m)\n

Vmn
2

(1)

Vertical Step, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N and each
m ∈ M(n), process:

(i)
(i)
Vmn
= Uch,n +
Um n
(2)
m ∈M(n)\m

A. Standard BP for iterative decoding of LDPC codes
Suppose a regular binary (N, K)(dv , dc ) LDPC code C
is used for error control over an AWGN channel with
zero mean and power spectral density N0 /2. Assume
BPSK signaling with unit energy, which maps a codeword
w = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wN ) into a transmitted sequence q =
(q1 , q2 , . . . , qN ), according to qn = 1 − 2wn , for n =

(i−1)

tanh

Vn(i) = Uch,n +


m∈M(n)

(i)
Umn

Step 2: Hard decision and stopping criterion test:
(i)
(i)
(i)
Create ŵ(i) = [ŵn ] such that ŵn = 1 if
(i)
(i)
(i)
Vn < 0, and ŵn = 0 if Vn ≥ 0.

If H ŵ(i) = 0 or the maximum iteration
number IM ax is reached, stop the decoding
iteration and go to Step 3. Otherwise set
i := i + 1 and go to Step 1.
Step 3: Output ŵ(i) as the decoded codeword.
(ii)

B. Plain shuffled BP for iterative decoding of LDPC codes
In general, for both the check-to-bit messages and bit-tocheck messages, the more independent information is used to
update the messages, the more reliable they become. Iterationi of the standard two step implementation of the BP algorithm
(i−1)
uses all values Vmn computed at the previous iteration in
(i)
(1). However certain values Vmn could already be computed
(i)
based on a partial computation of the values Umn obtained
(i−1)
from (2), and then be used instead of Vmn in (1) to compute
(i)
the remaining values Umn . This suggests a shuffling of the
horizontal and vertical steps of the standard BP decoding.
Hence we refer to this new version as shuffled BP decoding.
In the shuffled BP algorithm, the initialization, stopping
criterion test and output steps remain the same as in the
standard BP algorithm. The only difference between the two
algorithms lies in the updating procedure. Step 1 of the
shuffled BP algorithm is modified as: for 1 ≤ n ≤ N and
each m ∈ M(n), process the horizontal step and vertical step
jointly, with (1) modified as [2][3]:

(ii) Vertical Step
→(i)
−
V mn = Uch,n +
←
−
V (i)
mn

= Uch,n +


m ∈M(n)\m


m ∈M(n)\m

− (i)
→
U m n
←
−(i)
U m n

→(i)
−
←
−(i)
←
−(i)
Step 2: Set V mn = V mn for 1 ≤ n ≤ N/2 and V mn =
→(i)
−
V mn for N/2 < n ≤ N .
Step 3: Hard decision and stopping criterion test:
(i)
(i)
Create ŵ(i) = [ŵn ] such that for 1 ≤
(i)
n ≤ N/2, ŵn
= 1 if Uch,n +

←
−(i)
(i)
<
0,
and ŵn = 0 othU
mn
m∈M(n)
(i)

erwise; for N/2 < n ≤ N , ŵn = 1 if

→(i)
−
(i)
Uch,n + m∈M(n) U mn < 0, and ŵn = 0
otherwise.
(ii)
If H ŵ(i) = 0 or the maximum iteration
number IM ax is reached, stop the decoding
iteration and go to Step 4. Otherwise set
i := i + 1 and go to Step 1.
Step 4: Output ŵ(i) as the decoded codeword.
Another possible approach that can be used is for the two
subdecoders to exchange more reliable messages synchronously with each other during the decoding process. Define
„
(i)
(i−1) «
Y
Y
R(n) = {n |1 ≤ n ≤ N, n ≤ n ≤ N − n}, and
V
V


(i)
Umn = 2 tanh−1
tanh mn
tanh mn
(3)
R(n) = {n |1 ≤ n ≤ N, n ∈
/ R(n)}, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N . In
2
2
n ∈N (m)\n
n ∈N (m)\n
synchronous scheme, the updating and exchanging procedures
n <n
n >n
operate simultaneously:
C. Replica shuffled BP decoding for LDPC codes
Step 1: For 1 ≤ n ≤ N and each m ∈ M(n), for p = N −n
In replica shuffled BP decoding, several shuffled subdeand
q ∈ M(p), two replica subdecoders process the following
coders based on different updating orders operate simultanetwo
steps simultaneously
ously and cooperatively. After each iteration, each subdecoder
(i) Horizontal Step
receives more reliable messages from and sends more reliable
„
(i)
(i−1) «
Y
Y
V 
V 
messages to other subdecoders [4][5]. Based on these more
(i)
Umn = 2 tanh−1
tanh mn
tanh mn
2
2
reliable messages, all replica subdecoders begin the next
n ∈N (m)\n
n ∈N (m)\n
→
−
←
−


n ∈R(n)
iteration. For two replica, let D and D denote the subden ∈R(n)
coders with natural increasing and decreasing updating order,
−
→
→(i)
−
(i)
(i−1)
„
respectively. Let U mn and V imn be the variables associated
Vqp
Vqp «
Y
Y
(i)
→
−
←
−
tanh
tanh
Uqp = 2 tanh−1
with D at iteration i. The variables associated with D are
2
2
p ∈N (q)\p
p ∈N (q)\p

defined in a similar way. Replica shuffled BP decoding with

p ∈R(N −p)
p ∈R(N −p)
two replica subdecoders is carried out as follows:
(ii) Vertical Step
Initialization: Set i = 1, maximum number of iteration to

→(0)
−
←
−(0)
(i)
(i)
IM ax . For each m,n, set V mn = V mn = Uch,n .
Vmn
= Uch,n +
Um n
Step 1: Each replica subdecoder processes the following
m ∈M(n)\m
two steps simultaneously. For 1 ≤ n ≤ N and each

m ∈ M(n), process
(i)
(i)
Vqp
= Uch,p +
Uq p
(i) Horizontal Step
q  ∈M(p)\q
→(i)
−
→(i−1) «
−
„
Y

− (i)
→
U mn = 2 tanh−1

n ∈

tanh

N (m)\n

V

mn

2

n <n

←
−(i)
U mn = 2 tanh−1

„

Y
n ∈

N (m)\n

n >n

tanh

←
−(i)
V mn
2

Y

tanh

V

mn

Notice that in this case the two replica subdecoders use the
same set of bit-to-check LLR values. It is also straightforward
n >n
to extend the replica shuffled BP decoding to the cases in
←
−(i−1) « which more than two replica subdecoders are used. In order
Y
V

tanh mn
to decrease decoding delay of plain shuffled BP decoding, a
2
n ∈N (m)\n
parallel version of shuffled BP named group shuffled BP was
n <n
n ∈

N (m)\n

2

developed in [2]. In a similar way, group replica shuffled BP
can also preserve the parallelism advantage of the standard BP
algorithm [4][5].

A. Density evolution of replica shuffled BP
Density evolution [6] is an effective numerical method to
analyze the performance of message passing iterative decoding
algorithms. It has been shown that for a given message-passing
decoding, if the channel and the decoder satisfy symmetry
conditions [6], then the decoding bit error rate is independent
of the transmitted sequence. The process of density evolution
therefore can be greatly simplified by assuming the all-zero sequence was transmitted. It is straightforward to verify that the
shuffled and replica shuffled BP decoder satisfy the symmetry
condition thus the all-zero transmitted codeword assumption
is valid. In density evolution of shuffled and replica shuffled
BP, cycle-free structure of LDPC code is assumed as in [6]. In
this case, the incoming messages to any bit or check node are
independent, which also simplifies the derivation of the pdf of
the outgoing messages. Density evolution results for serial BP
decoding of LDPC codes can also be found in [7].
In shuffled and replica shuffled BP decoding, pdf’s of
outgoing and incoming messages of bit nodes are dependent on
(i)
(i)
the bit index number n. Let fUn (u) and fVn (v) be the pdf’s of
the incoming and outgoing messages of bit node n at iteration
i, respectively. In standard BP, infinite codeword length is
assumed while in shuffled BP we consider a large enough
codeword length N and assume the cycle-free condition still
holds.
For n = 1, 2, . . . , N , for bit node processor of shuffled BP,
the density evolution is the same as that of standard BP


dc−1 
(i)
(i)
−1
fVn = F
F(fUch ) · F(fUn )
(4)
where F denotes Fourier transform.
(i)
(i)
(i−1)
From (3), Un depends on both Vn for n < n and Vn

for n > n. To avoid brute force calculation of all possible
(i)
(i−1)
combinatorial formats of Vn and Vn , we let the average
pdf of the newly delivered incoming messages to check nodes
adjacent to bit node n at iteration i be
(i)
n <n

(v) =

n−1
1  (i)
fVn (v).
n−1 

(5)

n =1

Similarly, we let the average pdf of the incoming messages
from bit node {bn |n > n} to check nodes adjacent to bit
node n be
(i−1)

fV

n >n

(v) =

1
N −n

N

n =n+1

(i−1)

fVn (v).

U

=

Ψ(. . . Ψ(Ψ(V1 , V2 ), V3 ), . . . , Vdc −1 ).

(8)

If the incoming messages are i.i.d. random variables with
pdf fV (v), the pdf of the outgoing message can be efficient
computed as [10]

III. A NALYSIS BY D ENSITY E VOLUTION

fV

Then (1) can be calculated by applying (7) recursively:

(6)

Note that the check node processing can be implemented in
a recursive way [10]. Define a core operation as

 
 
V1
V2
Ψ(V1 , V2 ) = 2 tanh−1 tanh
tanh
(7)
2
2

=

fU

Ψdc −1 fV .

(9)

Let us consider plain shuffled BP with natural increasing
ordering. For a belief message incoming to bit node n, the
incoming messages incoming
to check node adjacent to bit

possible
formats. For each j =
node n have in total dNc−1
−1
 N −n
n−1
0, 1, . . . , dc − 1, there are j · dc −1−j possible formats
which contain j newly delivered bit-to-check messages at the
current iteration and dc −1−j bit-to-check messages delivered
at the previous iteration. The average pdf incoming to bit node
bn at iteration i becomes

 −n
d
c −1 n−1
· dcN−1−j
j
(i)
fUn =
 N −1
dc −1

j=0
(i)
·Ψj fV
n <n

(i−1)

· Ψdc −1−j fV

(10)

n >n

It is straightforward to extend these updating rules of pdf’s
in shuffled BP to replica shuffled BP. For instance, in replica
shuffled BP with two subdecoders, the updating rule of the pdf
of outgoing belief messages from bit nodes are the same as in
plain shuffled BP, while the pdf’s of incoming belief messages
to bit nodes are modified as
(i)

(i)

fVn ← fVN −n

(11)

for 1 ≤ n ≤ N/2. The density evolution of replica shuffled
BP with more than two subdecoders can be obtained in a
similar way. The extension of density evolution of shuffled and
replica shuffled BP for decoding irregular LDPC codes is also
straightforward. Consider an irregular LDPC code with degree
dv
dc


λl xl−1 and ρ(x) =
ρl xl−1 .
distributions λ(x) =
l=1

l=1

Consider plain shuffled BP decoding in natural increasing
order. From the above analysis, at iteration i the pdf of
incoming messages to bit node n from a check node with
degree l is

 N −n
l−1 n−1

· l−1−j
j
(i)
fUn,l =
N −1
l−1

j=0

(i)
·Ψj fV
n <n

(i−1)

· Ψl−1−j fV

n >n

.

(12)

Since the pdf’s of the outgoing messages of check node with
different degree are distinct, the expectation of these pdf’s is
the overall pdf of message incoming to bit node n

 N −n
dc
l−1 n−1


· l−1−j
j
(i)
ρl
fUn =
N −1
l=1

l−1

j=0

(i)
·Ψj fV
n <n

·

(i−1)
Ψl−1−j fV
.
n >n

(13)

Similarly, the pdf of outgoing messages from bit node n at
iteration i becomes

dv

l−1 

(i)
(i)
λl F −1 F(fUch ) · F(fUn )
(14)
fVn =
l=1

B. Simulation results
Fig. 1 depicts the BER as a function of the numbers
of decoding iterations predicted by density evolution with
standard BP, shuffled BP, replica shuffled BP with two and four
subdecoders (synchronous exchanging) methods, for decoding
a rate-1/2 (3, 6) regular LDPC codes with Eb /No = 1.111dB.
We observe that shuffled BP converges about twice as fast as
the standard BP decoding while replica shuffled BP converges
faster than plain shuffled BP. As expected, we observe that the
larger the number of subdecoders in replica shuffled BP, the
faster the convergence of decoding.
Fig. 2 depicts the BER versus the number of iterations
predicted by density evolution with replica shuffled BP decoder of two subdecoders using non-synchronous and synchronous exchanging schemes, for a (3, 6) regular LDPC
code. We observe that replica shuffled BP under synchronous exchanging scheme converges faster than under nonsynchronous exchanging schedule. It is also worth mentioning
that the synchronous scheme requires less memory than the
non-synchronous scheme, but more frequent memory access.
Similar results have been obtained for irregular LDPC
codes [4].
IV. A NALYSIS BY EXIT CHART
A. EXIT chart of replica shuffled BP
EXIT chart [8][9] is another effective technique to study
the convergence behavior of iterative decoding. It is easy to
visualize and program and is a good complement to the density
evolution. Both the variable node and check node EXIT curves
can be computed in closed form [11] for the standard BP
decoding. Let IU be the average mutual information between
the bits on the graph edges and the a priori (extrinsic) LLRs
of the variable (check) nodes and let IV be that between
the bits on the edges and the extrinsic (a priori) LLRs of
the variable (check) nodes. Then the EXIT functions of a
degree−dv variable node and a degree−dc check node are
respectively




Eb
−1
2
2
,R = J
(dv − 1)[J (IU )] + σch
IV,ST D IU , dv ,
N0
(15)


(16)
dc − 1 · J−1 (1 − IV )
IU,ST D (IV , dc ) ≈ 1 − J
2
= 8R · NEb0 and the functions J(·) and J−1 (·) are
where σch
given in the Appendix of [11].
In order to find a closed form for the shuffled BP decoding,
the following ideal model is built. Suppose the variable nodes
can be divided into dc sets and those in the ith set only connect
to the ith edges of the check nodes. This kind of structure can
be approximately obtained when the progressive edge-growth
(PEG) method [12] is used to construct the Tanner graph. Since

all the edges of the variable nodes in the same set connect to
different check nodes, they can not benefit from one another.
But they can equally make use of the updated information of
the previous edges. So the processing of each check node is
identical. Let the mutual information between the bits on any
edges of a check node and their corresponding a priori LLRs
be equal to the average input mutual information IV . Let IVi
be the updated mutual information between the bit on the ith
edge of the same check node and its a priori LLRs. Denote
IUi as the mutual information between the bit on the ith edge
of this check node and its extrinsic LLRs. Then the EXIT
function for a check node of a (dv , dc ) regular LDPC code in
the shuffled BP decoding is
IU,SHF (IV , dc ) =

IUi = IU,ST D
IVi

dc
1 
IU
dc i=1 i

(17)

i−1
(dc − i)IV + k=1 IVk
, dc
dc − 1


= IV,ST D

Eb
,R
IUi , dv ,
N0

(18)


(19)

Since the input mutual information of the variable nodes in different sets are different, denote them as IU1 , . . . , IUdc , respectively. Then the average 
input mutual information of all the
dc
I /d and the average output
variable nodes is IUav = i=1
dUci c
mutual information is IVav = i=1
IV,ST D (IUi , dv , NEb0 , R)/dc .
The EXIT function for a variable node in the shuffled BP
decoding is given by


Eb
IVav = IV,SHF IUav , dv ,
,R
(20)
N0
Let J1 (σ 2 ) = J(σ) and IUi = J1 (σi2 ). Since J1 (σ 2 ) is
is within a small
approximately linear withσ 2 when σ 2 
dc
dc
IUi /dc = i=1
J1 (σi2 )/dc ≈
range, we can get IUav = i=1
dc 2
1
J1 ( dc i=1 σi ). Therefore, we obtain [4]

IV,ST D

Eb
,R
IUav , dv ,
N0





dc
1 
Eb
≈
IV,ST D IUi , dv ,
,R
dc i=1
N0

= IV,SHF

Eb
,R
IUav , dv ,
N0



From the simulation, we observe that the variances σi2 of the
a priori inputs to different variable nodes in one iteration vary
within a small range. Hence the EXIT function for a variable
node in the shuffled BP decoding is almost the same as that
in the standard BP decoding.
It is straightforward to extend this method to replica shuffled
BP. Using a similar analysis, we can prove that the EXIT
function for a variable node in replica shuffled BP decoding is
also almost the same as that in standard BP decoding. Since
in the non-synchronous scheme subdecoders only exchange
information at the end of each iteration, the EXIT function

for a check node in replica shuffled BP with two subdecoders
and the non-synchronous scheme can be written as
IU,REP2 ,N S (IV , dc ) =

1
dc


IU,REP2 ,N S (IV , dc ) =

1 
dc

dc


2IUi

(even dc )

(21)

i=dc /2

dc



2IUi + IUdc /2 

i=dc /2+1

(odd dc ) (22)
The EXIT function for a check node in replica shuffled BP
with more than two subdecoders can be obtained in a similar way. In the synchronous scheme, subdecoders exchange
information immediately. Suppose K subdecoders are used.
Then we can divide each set in the ideal model into K
subsets. Each subdecoder processes the variable nodes in a
distinct subset of the same set at the same time. After all the
variable nodes are processed once, the subdecoders go back
to the first set and have a cyclic shift of their positions so
that they can process a subset different from what they have
already processed previously. Then replica shuffled BP can be
regarded as applying shuffled BP K times. Therefore the EXIT
function for a check node in the synchronous scheme with K
subdecoders is
IU,REPK ,S (IV , dc ) = IU,SHF (IVK , dc )

IVi = IV,SHF


Eb
,R
IU,SHF IVi−1 , dc , dv ,
N0

(23)

(24)

with IV1 = IV .
While these derivations allow to model the convergence of
each method, the following theorem shows that the threshold
value remains the same for all methods.
Theorem 1: Based on EXIT chart analysis, the threshold
of a code decoded by BP is not improved by shuffled BP or
replica shuffled BP.
Proof: Let the threshold in the standard BP decoding
be γ. When SNR≤ γ, the EXIT curves of variable and
check nodes cross
 each other
 at some point, saying A. If
Eb
IE = IV,ST D IA , dv , N0 , R , then IA = IU,ST D (IE , dc ).
In (17)−(19), IV = IE , IUi ≡ IA and IVi ≡ IE . So
IU,SHF (IE , dc ) = IA . Since IUi is constant, IV,ST
 D = IV,SHF
Eb
at point A. Then IE = IV,SHF IA , dv , N0 , R . Therefore the
EXIT curves of variable and check nodes in shuffled BP also
cross each other at point A . The same result can be proved
for replica shuffled BP.
This theorem provides a formal proof of the observations
made in [13]. Indeed it was expected that the threshold derived
on a tree can not be changed by modifying the scheduling of
the algorithm only.
All the results above can be easily extended to other
iteratively decodable codes as turbo codes. The details are
included in [4].

B. Simulation results
In general the actual graph can not satisfy all the constraints
of this ideal model, but its convergence behavior of the
corresponding code can be well approximated by the ideal
model. Fig. 3 compares the EXIT functions obtained from the
method in [9] and those in closed form. Both methods assume
the input LLRs have Gaussian distribution. We observe that
the EXIT functions of these two methods are almost the same,
which validates the EXIT functions derived in this paper.
We also verified by EXIT charts that the non-synchronous
scheduling converges slower than the synchronous one, as also
found in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 depicts EXIT curves superimposed to
constant-BER curves [14, Chapter 9]. For the same BER, the
iteration number of standard BP is twice that of shuffled BP.
Fig. 5 depicts the EXIT curves of different decoding methods at SNR 1.11dB, which is the threshold of the (3, 6) regular
LDPC code. We observe that the EXIT curves of variable and
check nodes cross each other for all the methods, so they have
the same threshold as expected from Theorem 1.
Fig. 6 depicts the WER of standard and replica shuffled BP
decoding of a (16200, 7200) irregular LDPC code which was
constructed in a semi-random manner for an early version of
the DVB-S2 standard [15]. The number of replica subdecoders
was four. We observe that replica shuffled BP with Imax = 10
and G = 32 provides a similar performance as that of standard
BP with Imax = 70, as expected from the analysis presented.
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Fig. 1. BER versus number of iterations predicted by density evolution with
the standard BP, plain shuffled BP, replica shuffled BP with two and four
subdecoders, for decoding (3, 6) regular LDPC code at SNR 1.111dB.
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Fig. 4. EXIT curves (in closed form) for standard BP, shuffled BP and replica
shuffled BP with four subdecoders and synchronous exchanging scheme at
SNR 1.5dB, superimposed to constant-BER curves.
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Fig. 2. BER versus number of iterations predicted by density evolution
with replica shuffled BP with two subdecoders under non-synchronous and
synchronous exchanging schemes, for decoding (3, 6) regular LDPC code.
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Fig. 5. EXIT curves (in closed form) for standard BP, shuffled BP and four
types of replica shuffled BP at 1.11dB.
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Fig. 6. Error performance for iterative decoding of a (16200, 7200) irregular
LDPC code.

